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The Abyss Surrounds Us
When Breena turns 16, she begins seeing fairies and other creatures mortals don't see. Then she sees the breathtakingly
handsome but dangerous Winter Prince, Kian, who seems intent on finding her and carrying her off to Feyland.

Call Down the Hawk, (The Dreamer Trilogy, Book 1)
The child of alchemists, Donna Underwood feels cursed by her magical heritage. When she was seven, a horrific fey attack
killed her father and drove her mother mad. But when the darkest outcasts of Faerie—the vicious wood elves—abduct her
best friend, Donna must accept her role in the centuries old war between the humans and the fey.

The Iron Witch
In the mid-1800s, Nory and her neighbor and friend, Sean Red Mallon, set out separately on a dangerous journey from
famine-plagued Ireland, hoping to reach a better life in America. Reissue.

Mister Impossible (The Dreamer Trilogy #2)
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death and
destiny.

Song of the Sparrow
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When Lainey Styles, an SAT whiz and bookworm, discovers she’s a Keeper—a witch with the exclusive ability to wield a
powerful spell book that has been stolen by a malevolent wizard—she is forced to leave her life of college prep and studying
behind to prepare for the biggest test of all: stealing back the book.

Ballad
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two mysterious (and
cute) guys enter her life. Trouble is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark faerie soldier. Their orders from
the Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.

Sinner
"Joseph McCoy plans a secret project to help save an all-black Civilian Conservation Corps camp from being forced out of
town in 1935 Elsinore, California"--

The Faerie War
A unique anthology featuring adoption-themed fictional short stories from a diverse range of celebrated Young Adult
authors. The all-star roster includes Mindy McGinnis (Not a Drop to Drink, Katherine Tegen Books, 2013), Adi Alsaid (Let’s
Get Lost, Harlequin Teen, 2014), Lauren Gibaldi (The Night We Said Yes, Harper Teen, 2015), and many more.

If the Fire Comes
"The wood monster is dead. I know this is true because I killed it. And yet my dreams are still full of fear and pain . . ." To
keep her best friend, Navin, from being killed at the hands of vicious wood elves, Donna Underwood stole the elixir of life.
Now she’s facing an alchemist tribunal while her mother lies dying, succumbing to the elven curse that shattered her mind.
In desperation, Donna seeks an audience with Aliette, the fierce and manipulative Wood Queen, who offers a deal: if Donna
can use her strange and burgeoning powers to help the wood elves, Aliette will free her mother from the curse. Along with
Navin and Xan, the half-fey guy she’s falling for, Donna struggles to unlock the secrets of her iron tattoos in time to save
her mother’s life. But some secrets are better left untold. Book 2 in the explosive Iron Witch series

The Naming
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Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every winter, she
watches him, but every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the
protection of the pack. In summer, he has a few precious months to be human . . . until the cold makes him shift back
again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they can't bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to
stay human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.

Shiver
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater’s NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, and FOREVER. shiver
Sam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold
comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house -- but
never dreamed that she would fall in love with one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on
what could be Grace and Sam's only summer together. linger Can Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay
together -- whether it means a reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a future that is less and less
certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying the ties of
being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart,
love is what lingers. But can it be enough? forever For Grace, Sam, and Cole, the story continues -- only now, the stakes are
even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. It's becoming harder and harder to hold on
to one another. The past, the present, and the future are about to collide in one pure moment -- a moment of death or life,
farewell or forever.

The Scorpio Races
High-school senior Amber Borden wants to make a name for herself as the talent agent for the adolescent A-list. But after a
near-death experience, there’s a cosmic accident and Amber returns to someone else’s body—the most popular girl in
school who just tried to commit suicide. Hmm, maybe being queen bee isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.

The Wood Queen
Cassandra Leung’s been a sea monster trainer ever since she could walk, raising genetically engineered beast to defend
ships crossing the NeoPacific until pirates snatch her from the blood-stained decks.

The Raven Boys
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Destined delivers all the romance and action that fans expect as it brings Aprilynne Pike’s Wings series to a deeply
satisfying conclusion. Laurel used to think she was an ordinary girl from Crescent City, California. She never would have
believed she was truly a faerie from a realm called Avalon. Now Laurel must risk her life to save Avalon from destruction by
Yuki—a rare and powerful Winter faerie—and troll-hunter Klea. But Laurel won’t have to fight alone; David and Tamani, two
boys she loves in different ways, will be by her side, along with her best friend, Chelsea. Readers of the Need and Graceling
series will want to follow Laurel’s story from its beginning in Wings to its heart-stopping end in Destined.

Dead Girl Walking
From acclaimed and New York Times bestselling YA authors Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff comes
The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories. ? A vampire locked in a cage in the basement, for good luck. ? Bad guys, clever girls,
and the various reasons why the guys have to stop breathing. ? A world where fires never go out (with references to vanilla
ice cream). These are but a few of the curiosities collected in this volume of short stories by three acclaimed practitioners of
paranormal fiction. But The Curiosities is more than the stories. Since 2008, Maggie, Tessa, and Brenna have posted more
than 250 works of short fiction to their website www.merryfates.com. Their goal was simple: create a space for
experimentation and improvisation in their writing?all in public and without a backspace key. In that spirit, The Curiosities
includes the stories and each author's comments, critiques, and kudos in the margins. Think of it as a guided tour of the
creative processes of three acclaimed authors.

Lament
Driven by action, suspense, and a strong heroine, this bestselling YA fantasy will keep you turning the pages Violet Fairdale
is in big trouble. Her home is gone, her beloved forest lies in ruins, the guy she gave her heart to has deserted her—and she
doesn’t remember any of it. The powerful Lord Draven is taking over, brainwashing guardians into fighting for him. No one
is safe from the evil spreading throughout the fae world. As alliances are forged between the remaining free fae, Vi
struggles to reclaim her identity and figure out where she belongs in this new world. When someone from her past shows
up, life gets more complicated. He brings with him a long-forgotten weapon and an ancient prophecy that places Vi at the
center of the fight against Draven. With the future of the fae world at stake, can Vi carry out the prophecy’s instructions
before it’s too late? "Captivating from the start. I couldn't stop reading, it had me hooked!!!" ~ Google User ★★★★★
"Enchanting, brilliant. I was literally spellbound." ~ Google User ★★★★★ "Heart-wrenchingly good." ~ Google User
★★★★★

The Edge of the Abyss
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This is the second book in a brand new series from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of SHIVER (9781407115009),
LINGER (9781407121086) and FOREVER (9781407121116) will love this new quartet!

Destined
Eighteen-year-old Cas Leung struggles with her morality and her romantic relationship with fellow pirate Swift as she and
the Minnow crew work to take down wild sea monsters, dubbed Hellbeasts, who are attacking ships and destroying the
ocean ecosystem.

Linger
From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an exciting new series full of magical creatures,
whimsical adventures, and quirky illustrations. Here s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to: Unicorns Miniature Silky Griffins
Bitterflunks Basically, all magical creatures Here s a list of things she can t talk to (at least, not very well): Parents Teachers
Basically, all people Because of a Unicorn Incident at her school (it was an accident!), Pip is spending the summer with her
Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for Magical Creatures. At first, it s all fun, games, and chatting with Hobgrackles, but
when Fuzzles appear and start bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new friend Tomas must take
action. Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles isn t solved soon, both magical and unmagical creatures are going to be in a
lot of trouble."

The Dream Thieves
This eloquent and gripping addition to the Camelot canon -- written in beautiful verse -- has received glowing, starred
reviews and early awards buzz! Since the days of King Arthur, there have been poems and paintings created in her name.
She is Elaine of Ascolat, the Lady of Shalott, and now there is a book all her own. The year is 490 A.D. and 16-year-old
Elaine has a temperament to match her fiery red hair. Living on a military base with her father, brothers, and the rest of
Arthur's army, Elaine pines for the handsome Lancelot, and longs for a female friend. But when the cruel, beautiful
Gwynivere arrives, Elaine is confronted with startling emotions of jealousy and rivalry. Can Elaine find the strength to
survive the birth of a kingdom?

Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever)
The third book in the mesmerizing RAVEN CYCLE quartet from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of the SHIVER
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trilogy will love this new quartet!

Ironside
Enter the magical world of the Trylle with the full e-book collection: Switched, Torn, and Ascend from New York Times
bestselling author Amanda Hocking. When Wendy Everly was six years old, her mother was convinced she was a monster
and tried to kill her. Eleven years later, Wendy discovers her mother might have been right. She's not the person she's
always believed herself to be, and her whole life begins to unravel—all because of Finn Holmes. Finn is a mysterious guy
who always seems to be watching her. Every encounter leaves her deeply shakenthough it has more to do with her fierce
attraction to him than she'd ever admit. But it isn't long before he reveals the truth: Wendy is a changeling who was
switched at birth—and he's come to take her home. Now Wendy's about to journey to a magical world she never knew
existed, one that's both beautiful and frightening. And where she must leave her old life behind to discover who she's
meant to become

The Curiosities
Maggie Stiefvater's first novel features a potent mix of dangerous faeries and uprequited love! New York Times bestselling
author Maggie Stiefvater's first novel is a powerful fantasy featuring dangerous faeries, otherwordly music and unrequited
love. Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a painfully shy but prodigiously gifted musician. She's about to find out she's
also a cloverhand -- one who can see faeries. When a mysterious boy enters her ordinary suburban life, seemingly out of
nowhere, Deirdre finds herself infatuated. Trouble is, the enigmatic and conflicted Luke turns out to be a gallowglass -- a
soulless faerie assassin -- and Deirdre is meant to be his next mark. An equally hunky -- and equally dangerous -- dark
faerie soldier named Aodhan is also stalking Deirdre. Sworn enemies, Luke and Aodhan each have a deadly assignment
from the Faerie Queen. Namely, kill Deirdre before her music captures the attention of the Fae and threatens the Queen's
sovereignty. Deirdre has to decide if Luke's feelings towards her are real, or only a way to lure her deeper into the world of
Faerie. Caught in the crossfire with Deirdre is James, her wisecracking but loyal best friend. Deirdre had been wishing her
life weren't so dull, but getting trapped in the middle of a centuries-old faerie war isn't exactly what she had in mind.

Welcome Home
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a painfully shy but prodigiously gifted musician. She's about to find out she's also a
cloverhand-one who can see faeries. Deirdre finds herself infatuated with a mysterious boy who enters her ordinary
suburban life, seemingly out of thin air. Trouble is, the enigmatic and gorgeous Luke turns out to be a gallowglass-a soulless
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faerie assassin. An equally hunky-and equally dangerous-dark faerie soldier named Aodhan is also stalking Deirdre. Sworn
enemies, Luke and Aodhan each have a deadly assignment from the Faerie Queen. Namely, kill Deirdre before her music
captures the attention of the Fae and threatens the Queen's sovereignty. Caught in the crossfire with Deirdre is James, her
wisecracking but loyal best friend. Deirdre had been wishing her life weren't so dull, but getting trapped in the middle of a
centuries-old faerie war isn't exactly what she had in mind Lament is a dark faerie fantasy that features authentic Celtic
faerie lore, plus cover art and interior illustrations by acclaimed faerie artist Julia Jeffrey. FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING NOVEL SHIVER.

Lord Carew's Bride
There’s a new malevolence afoot. Fishermen are being killed, their partially devoured bodies washing up on the shores of
Scotland. Is the Ripper responsible? To save the man she loves, Abbie Sharp must comply with the Ripper’s dreadful
orders—and put her own life in grave danger.

All the Crooked Saints
James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the creative energies of exceptional
humans until they die. While collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love. When
James realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching battle with the Faerie Queen.

Blue Lily, Lily Blue
She's fae. He's human. When he accidentally follows her back into the magic realm, a deadly plot is set in motion. **Bingeread the complete series now!** - - - Rule: Never reveal yourself to a human. I swear I didn't break this rule. I had my
glamour in place. I saved the guy's life, just as I was assigned to do. And then he looked at me. Looked at me. Rule: Never
bring a human into the fae realm. Technically, this wasn't my fault either. He followed me. But the Guild doesn't see it that
way. Assignment status? Failed. I'm months away from graduating top of my class, and now Nate has ruined everything. If I
can get him back home without killing him, maybe I can salvage my guardian future. Except there's way more going on
here than I suspected. Someone else is after Nate. Someone intent on unearthing long-forgotten secrets and immense
power. Next thing I know, we're tangled up in a plot more dangerous than anything I've had to fight my way out of before.
Bonus complication? I think I'm falling for Nate - - - Graduation is the least of Violet's problems in this bestselling YA fantasy
series packed with dazzling magic, page-turning action, family secrets, and swoon-worthy romance. Binge-read the
complete series now! - - - Readers' reviews: "The most addictive series I have ever read!" "Seriously so amazing!" "I adored
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this book, devoured it! A very talented author, who works magic with words and scenes." If you enjoyed The Faerie
Guardian, check out the other Creepy Hollow books! Next in the series is The Faerie Prince.

The Faerie Guardian
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death and
destiny. The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot stop dreaming - they can only
try to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives - they will sleep forever if their dreamers die. And then
there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To trap them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us all.
Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of his dreams and into his compromised
reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The closer she comes to the dream object she is after, the more inextricably she
becomes tied to it. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a killer. She has seen what
dreaming can do to a person. And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing compared to the
destruction that is about to be unleashed. . . .

Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures
In Maggie Stiefvater's Shiver, Grace and Sam found each other. In Linger, they fought to be together. Now, in Forever, the
stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and harder to
hold on to as death closes in.

Maggie's Door
As Grace hides the vast depth of her love for Sam from her parents and Sam struggles to release his werewolf past and
claim a human future, a new wolf named Cole wins Isabel's heart but his own past threatens to destroy the whole pack.

The Anatomy of Curiosity
Developing her mother's clairvoyant powers for seeing visions of people who are about to die, Blue is drawn into the life of
rich private school boy, Gansey, who has involved three of his classmates in a quest that Blue believes will end with her inv

Renegade
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The ebook of the stunning new novel from the bestselling author of SHIVER, LINGER AND FOREVER. Stay alive, stay astride,
stay out of the water Every November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk cliffs of Skarmouth. Thousands gather
to watch the horses and the sea that washes the blood from the sand. The mounts are capaill uisce: savage water horses.
There are no horses more beautiful, more fearless, more deadly. To race them can be suicide but the danger is irresistible.
Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the capaill uisce. With one foot in the ocean and one on land, he is the only man on the
island capable of taming the beasts. He races to prove something both to himself and to the horses. Puck Connolly enters
the races to save her family. But the horse she rides is an ordinary little mare, just as Puck is an ordinary girl. When Sean
sees Puck on the beach he doesn't think she belongs. He doesn't realize his fate will become entwined in hers. They both
enter the Races hoping to change their lives. But first they'll have to survive.

Lament
The follow-up to the acclaimed title The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories by Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna
Yovanoff. In an unassuming corner of Brooklyn, a young woman learns to be ladylike, to love context, and to speak her
mind from a very curious sort of tutor. In a faraway land convulsed by war, a young soldier hears the desert's curious hum
as he disarms bombs with the person he doesn't know how to love. In a place so shriveled by drought that any drowning is
a curiosity, a young writer tries again and again to tread water beneath the surface of a vast and unusual sea. Three new
stories—complete with commentary on the creative process—from three acclaimed young adult authors working at the
height of their powers. Curious?

The Trylle Trilogy
An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from her bestselling Raven Cycle, taking
place after the events of The Raven King.

Keeper
"First published as The gift by Penguin Books Australia, 2002"--Title page verso.

Lament the Faerie Queen's Deception
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any visitor to Bicho
Raro, Colorado, is likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged
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affections, one or two orphans, and a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart of this place you will find the Soria
family, who all have the ability to perform unusual miracles. And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to
change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of
Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio
station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho Raro are never quite
what you expect.

Wicked Lovely
When the notorious, irresistible Earl of Rushford waltzes back into Samantha's life after betraying her in the past, she is torn
between a marriage proposal by Rushford's charming cousin and the embers of an old passion. Original.

Bitter Frost (Bitter Frost Series
As bonds of love threaten to break forever, the faerie courts will never be the same in the stunning conclusion to New York
Times bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tale series. As the darkest day of the year approaches, the
time has come for Roiben’s coronation. Uneasy in the midst of the malevolent Unseelie Court, pixie Kaye is sure of only one
thing—her love for Roiben. But love in the realm of faerie is no simple matter, and when Kaye declares herself to Roiben
during the celebration, he sends her on a seemingly impossible quest to find a faerie who can tell a lie. Unable to see
Roiben until she has fulfilled his quest, Kaye calls upon her friends to help her. Their adventure will take them on a
dangerous path, where Kaye finds herself at the center of the battle of wits and weapons being waged over Roiben’s
throne.

Forever
Rule #3: Don't stare at invisible faeries. Aislinn has always seen faeries. Powerful and dangerous, they walk hidden in
mortal world. Aislinn fears their cruelty—especially if they learn of her Sight—and wishes she were as blind to their
presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't speak to invisible faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan, who
is equal parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to her, asking questions Aislinn is afraid to answer. Rule #1: Don't ever
attract their attention. But it's too late. Keenan is the Summer King who has sought his queen for nine centuries. Without
her, summer itself will perish. He is determined that Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any cost—regardless of her
plans or desires. Suddenly none of the rules that have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and everything is on the line:
her freedom; her best friend, Seth; her life; everything. Faerie intrigue, mortal love, and the clash of ancient rules and
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modern expectations swirl together in Melissa Marr's stunning 21st century faery tale.

Opal (a Raven Cycle Story)
SINNER is the book that every Maggie Stiefvater and paranormal romance fan has been waiting for! SINNER is a companion
book to the #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy. You thought it ended with FOREVER, but there's another
story to tell - the one of Cole and Isabel and this time they're in LA. There will be wolves, and there will be yearning. But
most importantly there will be love. And no one does love like Maggie.
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